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Machinemode for Piano and Percussion (2018) World Premiere
I. Crisscross
II. Clocks
III. Tune up
IV. Decompress
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This piece was composed especially for Dimitris Paganos Koukakis (Piano) and Sean Dowgray
(Percussion). It resulted from an ongoing collaboration with the two performers and today it
receives its first performance.
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The instrumental combination of piano and percussion is a recurring preference in my recent
work, since I find that it has a very strong potential in terms of sonic identity, rhythmic clarity
and clear projection of the compositional ideas that I use. Investigations which have developed in
previous pieces of mine, such as rhythmic taleas, magic squares applied on durations, palindromes
and simultaneous streams of identical events which are temporally asynchronous, comprise the
basic points of reference of the piece. Other important elements and ideas are the unexpected
inserts of music material which has been heard before in the musical discourse, and the nonfunctional use of tonality.
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Special thanks to Aleck Karis, Jessica Flores, Rachel
Allen, Eleni-Persefoni Stavrianou, Ida Mullart and
David Espiritu who made everything easier for us.
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Contact us for information on upcoming concerts:
Music Box Office: (858) 534-3448 | http://music.ucsd.edu/concerts
Audience members are reminded to please silence all phones and noise-generating devices before the performance, and to remain
seated during the performance. As a matter of courtesy and copyright law, no unauthorized recording or photography is allowed
in the hall. UC San Diego is a non-smoking campus.
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